WHERE DURMITOR ENDS,
PIVA CONTINUES!

THE GREEK GRAVEYARD
– PLUŽINE
The Greek graveyard is located in the hamlet of Zagrađe in the
Plužine Municipality in the northwest part of Montenegro.
You can reach this graveyard, which is attractive not only for its
majestic ornaments, but also for its content, through a forest path,
which is 200 meters long, by foot or by an off-road vehicle. The path
begins at the last house below the medieval town of Soko, which was
the town of the Duke and Herzeg Stefan Vukčić Kosač, and it leads
towards the east. At the entrance to the forest the path branches, with
the left branch leading to the site. The site is surrounded by a dense
deciduous forest with tall trees, located on an extremely slanting
terrain. The Graveyard has 16 stećci (3 gabled stećci, 6 chests and 7
slabs) which are mostly undecorated, and made of local stone.

The largest stećak, which is cut out of a hard, whitish sandstone in the
form of a big, massive cuboid, with the oblique sides slightly narrowing
towards the base, contains an inscription mentioning Kristijanin
(Christian) Petko, who lived in the town of Soko during the time of
Duke Stjepan Kosač. Today, it is partly covered with moss and exposed
to the effect of precipitation, furrowed with narrow cracks that are
mixed with the engraved letters which make it difficult to read the text.
“Here I put a mark for life: and I waited for death in Sokol alongside
my dear lord Duke Stjepan who fed me honestly: but God drained his
soul, as I am Christian Petko” while on the other side of the tombstone
is written: “God, I am Petko, a Christian, take my soul. Brothers and
friends, please don’t step onto my grave while passing by, because I was
like you and you will be mortal like me.”
Christian Petko
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STEĆCI
– MEDIEVAL TOMBSTONE
GRAVEYARDS

SILENT REMINDERS
OF A LONG GONE PAST

THE GREEK GRAVEYARD
– ŽABLJAK

Stećci (Medieval Tombstones) are unique monuments that are a part
of the tradition and culture common to the people of Montenegro,
Serbia, Bosnia and Herzegovina and Croatia. They make an
outstanding contribution to the world cultural heritage.

The Bare Žugića site is located 13.6 km southeast of Žabljak, in
the hamlet of Novakovići. A local asphalt road, which goes from
Žabljak to Njegovuđa, leads to the site. The necropolis was formed
on a slightly elevated ground and it is physically separated from the
surrounding area. It has 300 stećci of which 240 are slabs, 50 are
chests and 10 are gable type. Only 10 massive slabs are of regular
form, while others are thinner and amorphous.

It is assumed that the stećci first appeared in the second half of
the 12th century but it is certain they mainly date back to the 14th
and 15th centuries, in the 16th century the practice of creating these
monuments ceased.

All the stećci are made of monolithic blocks, and local whitegray limestone. They are unequal in size, quality of workmanship,
decoration and state of preservation. At the Bare Žugića site only
23 tombstones are decorated: 1 slab, 16 chests and 6 gabled stećci.

Several names have been used for these tombstones, which also
explains a close link between the folk life and the stećci tradition. First
there were names inscribed on the stećci: bilig (mark), kâm (stone),
znamen (symbol), kuća (house) and vječni dom (resting place).
The names used amongst the people were: Mramorje, Mramori
(marble blocks), Grčko groblje (Greek graveyard), Kaursko
groblje (Giaour graveyard), Divsko groblje (Giants’ graveyard)
and Mašet or Mašete – (big stones). The present name – stećak first
appeared in the mid-19th century and derives from the verb “stajati”
(to stand). One of the new names used among experts is “kamik”
(stone) because it is often found in the original stećci inscriptions.
Created as works of art, as sculptures, and to immortalize the memory
of the deceased, the medieval tombstones – stećci represent a specific
phenomenon and synthesis of language and writing systems, religion
and customs, history and chronology, culture, art and aesthetics.
You can get to the stećci by foot, by bicycle or by car. They are located
in accessible and inaccessible mountain regions, valleys, alongside
mountain lakes and rivers, near old roads, ruins of churches,
prehistoric tumuli or at hill forts.
There are two main groups of stećci – the ones that are smaller in
size, number of tombstones and the size of the graveyard. Those are
located in the municipalities of: Plužine, parts of Žabljak and Pljevlja.
The monumental, composite ones (composed of two parts) are found
on the territory of the municipality of Nikšić. They are made of local
limestone, decorated with carvings, of which a small number have
inscriptions made in bas-relief.

There are three sites in Montenegro – one graveyard is
located in Zagrađe, Šćepan polje, in the municipality of
Plužine, and the other two are in the municipality of Žabljak
– at Bare Žugića and near Riblje Lake. They have been
added to the UNESCO world heritage list in 2016.

BARE ŽUGIĆA
– ŽABLJAK

The site of the Greek graveyard is located around 200 m
north-west of the Riblje Lake in the hamlet of Novakovići.
The graveyard is situated on a grassy plateau of an elongated
ellipsoid form, encompassing an area of around 500m2.

The most common decorative motifs are ribbons with slanting lines
in the form of friezes and frames on the vertical sides of the stećak
or bordures on the upper horizontal surface of the chests and
slabs. Characteristic decorative elements are motifs of symbolic
characters: diverse depictions of crosses, circles, rosettes, stars,
bow sand arrows, swords and shields and parallel lines, i.e., zigzag
lines with circles (medallions) in the central part on the horizontal
sides of the stećci. There are not many zoomorphic depictions, but
they are interesting and the most significant among them is the
depiction of a deer.

There are 49 recorded stećci situated in the east-west direction,
of which there are 10 slabs, 27 chests, and 12 gabled stećci. Out
of the total number of tombstones, 22 are decorated (12 chests
and 10 gabled stećci).
The most common motifs are: arcades, twisted ribbons,
friezes, frames or borders with slanting parallels, bent vines
with spirals, trefoils or small garlands, and palmettes. There
are also a small number of rosettes, crescents and circles. There
are also motifs of simple and stylized crosses, ankh, shields,
depictions of a man with a sword and shield and hunting
scenes. Original motifs are: frieze of arcs with little garlands
with meandering intertwined bent vines with acanthus leaves
as well as architectural decorations in the form of arcades.
There are no records of inscriptions.
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